Press Release: 4th April 2016:
Stacey's memory lives on in new Neuroblastoms Cancer Charity
It is now over one year since nine year old Stacey Mowle from Gravesend, Kent sadly passed away
after bravely fighting Neuroblastoma Cancer for four years. But her memory lives on in the form of
a new Charity - 'Stacey's Smiles' which is a direct legacy from the former Stacey Mowle Appeal.
The Stacey Mowle Appeal attracted around 10,000 followers on Social Media along with sixteen
Personality Patrons who all became close to the Mowle family and included Harry Redknapp, Linda
Robson, Cheryl Baker and Graham Roberts.
Unfortunately during Stacey's battle with Cancer, her parents, Warren and Samantha never had
enough spare money to 'treat' Stacey when she was out of hospital on occasions. As all funding was
spent on her extensive treatment. Now Stacey's Smiles has been launched by Warren and Samantha
to make sure that any Neuroblastoma Cancer families who find themselves in the same unfortunate
situation as Warren and Samantha will be given support.
The Stacey's Smiles charity has been specifically formed to raise Neuroblastoma awareness
in Children and also grant wishes and organise 'treats' and create special memories for children
sufferers and their families to support the theory that a happy 'Neuroblastoma Child' will respond
more positively to harsh treatments.
Working with a business perspective slogan of 'Partners not Pockets' the charity's extensive team of
supporters believe that charity is very much a 'two way street' and businesses that support Stacey's
Smiles with advice, networking and promotion will be featured on our website and social media
channels as Stacey's Partners. For more information on the Stacey's Smiles Charity visit
www.staceyssmiles.org.uk
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